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NEWS FROM MS TESSY’S CLASSROOM

What an immensely gratifying and stimulating half term it has been, we give God all the glory. We worked
together, put in our best effort, gained knowledge and expanded our horizon. Thank you dear parents for all
your support. The children have developed immensely physically, intellectually and socially. They have made excellent progress in all aspects of learning and have definitely grown more mature in the process. The half term
has been full of interesting activities and the children remained engaged and stimulated throughout. During
each activity, the children were encouraged to think, reason and ask questions.
Working with our theme ‘The Things We Wear’ has indeed been amazing. Now we know so much: The cloth
we wear on our body: UNDERWEAR (pants, singlet), VEST, and JACKET. The things we wear on our feet:
SLIPPERS, SANDALS (buckle, strap and lace) and SOCKS (pop sock, ankle sock, hose sock). We can now identify, polka dot and check clothes. We have also learnt how to care for our shoes- By cleaning, by polishing, by
brushing and guess what; we can now polish our shoes ourselves.
In knowledge of the world, we learnt about the life cycle of the human being from infant to old age (FOETUS,
BABY, CHILDHOOD, ADOLESCENCE, ADULTHOOD, OLD AGE/ELDERLY) and now know where we get our
cloths from: Animals skin (Sheep-wool, Tiger-fur(stripes), Leopard/cheetah-fur(spot), caterpillar-silk).
In Numeracy, we are re-in forcing our numbers and are currently counting 1-90 and identifying 1-20. We are
becoming better every day in our simple addition with small numbers.
For colours, we can identify the grey colour and our shapes are not left out.
We have also had fun with our phonics letters and we are good at identifying and sounding the letters: g, o
u and its associating objects. Story time has also been a splendid experience. Please buy lots of books and read
with them every day. We wish the children a restful mid-term break and appeal to you to ensure the children
complete their holiday take-home.

After the Mid Term Break
After the mid-term break, we would continue:
Our theme: Things we wear on our feet and head: Feet (cover shoe, moccasin,
clogs, and lace up), Head (Face cap, sun hat, and beret) .
Knowledge of the world: pattern of cloths (print, polka dot, leather, stripes,
check, plain)
Literacy: Identifying & sounding of the phonics letters: l, b, f & its associating
objects and also blending & writing of 2 phonics letters: i-s=is, i-f=if, i-n=in,
i-t=it, o-f=of, o-n=on, o-x=ox, o-r=or and we would continuing our reading of
simple sentences.
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